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1. INTRODUCTION
Let us start with our main result. Afterwards we will indicate the
application we have in mind. k is an algebraically closed field.
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a k-linear locally noetherian Grothendieck
category that is, an abelian category which satisfies AB5 and has a family of
.noetherian generators . Let G : A ª A be an autoequi¨ alence and let h : G
 .ª id be a natural transformation such that h F is surjecti¨ e for e¨eryA
injecti¨ e object in A. Let B be the full subcategory of A consisting of objects
 .M with h M s 0 and let C be the full subcategory of A consisting of finitef
length objects whose composition factors lie in B.
Assume that e¨ery simple object in B has finite injecti¨ e dimension in A
and furthermore that there is a Cohen]Macaulay cur¨ e Y o¨er k such that B
 .is equi¨ alent to Qch Y , the category of quasi-coherent O -modules. ForY
x g Y denote by P the simple object of B corresponding to x. Then we ha¨ex
the following.
 . y1 .1 There is a bijection t : Y ª Y such that G P s P .x t x
 .2 C s [ C , where C is the full subcategory of C con-f z g Y rt : f , z f , z f
sisting of objects whose Jordan]Holder quotients are gi¨ en by P withy
 .y g O z .t
 .3 There is a category equi¨ alence F between C and the category off , z
finite dimensional right modules o¨er a ring C . This ring C has the followingz z
form:
 . <  . <a If O z s ` then C is gi¨ en by the Z = Z lower triangulart z
Ãmatrices with entries in O . In this case z is regular on Y and thus we ha¨eY , z
Ã ww xxO ( k x .Y , z
 . <  . <b If O z s n then C is gi¨ en by a ring of n = n matrices of ther z
form
R RU ??? RU
. . . .. . . .. . . . ,. .. . RU. . 0
R ??? ??? R
where R is a complete local ring of the form
 ::R s k x , y r c .
with
c s yx y qxy q higher terms 1.1 .
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for some q g kU , or
c s yx y xy y x 2 q higher terms. 1.2 .
Ã .  .U is a regular normalizing element in rad R such that Rr U s O . If z isY , z
2 .not fixed under t then z is regular on Y and also U f rad R .
 . <  . < <  . <4 Let I s Z if O z s ` and I s ZrnZ if O z s n. In thist t
way the elements of C correspond to I = I-matrices. For i g I let e be thez i
corresponding diagonal idempotent. Then e¨ery finite dimension right C -repre-z
sentation W satisfies W s ] We .i i
 .  .  .5 Put S s e C rrad e C . Then F P i s S .i i z i z t z i
 .6 Define the following normal element N of C .z
 . <  . <a If O z s ` then N is gi¨ en by the matrix whose entries aret
e¨erywhere zero except on the lower subdiagonal where they are one.
 . <  . <b If O z - ` thent
0 ??? 0 U
.1 . 0.N s .. . . .. . . .. . . . 0
0 ??? 1 0
Let f s N ? Ny1. Then we ha¨e the following commutati¨ e diagram
G 6
C Cf , z f , z
6 6
F F
 .y f 6
Mod C Mod C .  .r z r z
 .where Mod C denotes the category of right C -modules.r z z
 .7 If M is an object in C then one has the following commutati¨ ef , z
diagram.
 .F h M . 6
FG M F M .  .
?N 6F M F M .  .f
 .  .8 Let C be the pullback of C in Qch Y . Thus the objects off , z, Y f , z
 .C are the finite length object in Qch Y whose support is contained in thef , z, Y
Ã .  .it-orbit of z. Put D s C r N s  O . Let y be a shorthand for theÃz z i Y , t p z
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 . iproduct of the complection functors y . Then the following diagram isÃ t z
commutati¨ e.
6
C Cf , z, Y f , z
6 6
 .y FÃ z
6
Mod D Mod C .  .r z r z
From this theorem we can extract the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1.2. If z is not a fixed point for t then z is regular on Y.
If we think of the curve Y as being embedded in a kind of non-com-
mutative space A then Theorem 1.1 gives us some insight into the
structure of A in a neighborhood of Y.
 .Now for the application. Recall that an Artin]Schelter regular algebra
is a graded algebra A s k q A q ??? with the following properties.1
v A has polynomial growth.
v A has finite global dimension.
v A is ``Gorenstein.'' That is, there is a number d such that
k if i s diExt k , A s .A A  0 otherwise.
If A is generated in degree one and has global dimension three then
w xaccording to 3 there are two possibilities:
v A has 2 generators in degree one and 2 relations in degree three.
v A has 3 generators in degree one and 3 relations in degree two.
Assume that A is a regular algebra of dimension three generated in
degree one. In order to understand the geometrical properties of A,
w xpeople have studied various classes of graded A-modules 5, 1 . We will
now show that Theorem 1.1 applies to A and hence can be used to give a
description of the category of finitely generated A-modules of
Gelfand]Kirillov dimension one modulo those of finite dimension over
.k .
We first introduce a few notions from the theory of graded rings.
Assume that A s k q A q ??? is a right noetherian graded ring. Let1
 .  .  .Gr A be the category of graded right A-modules. Tors A ; Gr A is
the category of graded A-modules which are directed unions of right
w x  .  .  .bounded ones. Following 2 we put QGr A s Gr A rTors A and we let
 .  .p : Gr A ª QGr A be the quotient map. We denote by s the automor-
 .  .phism of Gr A which sends M to M 1 . s induces an automorphism on
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 .QGr A which we denote by the same letter. By Proj A we denote the
  . .couple QGr A , p A .
 .  .Let X, s , L be a triple where X is a noetherian scheme, s g Aut X ,
 .  sand L g Pic X . Define B s [ B with B s G X, L m L m ??? mng Z n n
s ny 1. s mL . B is a grade ring with multiplication a ? b s ab , a g B , b g B .m n
we call B the twisted homogeneous coordinate ring associated to the triple
 . w xX, s , L 6 .
 .Let Qch X be the category of quasi-coherent O -modules. We say thatX
 .  . sy1 sy1L is s ample if the functor s : Qch X ª Qch X : M ¬ M m L
1 n .has the property that for every coherent M one has H X, s M s 0 and
snM is generated by global sections for large n.
w xThe key result of 6 is that we have functors
&
 .y 6
Gr B Qch X .  .
1.3 .
G# 6
Qch X Gr B .  .
which, if L is s-ample, factor though p to give inverse equivalences
 .  .between QGr B and Qch X .
Now let A be again a regular algebra of dimension three, generated in
w xdegree one. According to 4 , A possesses a regular normalizing element g
is degree three or four depending on whether A has three or two
.  .generators such that B s Ar g is a twisted homogeneous coordinate
 .ring associated to a triple Y, s , L with Y a plane curve of arithmetic
 .genus one and L s O 1 .Y
Basic objects in the geometrical study of A are the so-called point
modules. These are graded A-modules, generated in degree zero, which
are one-dimensional over k in every degree. All such point modules are
w xannihilated by g 4, 5 and hence it follows easily from the category
 .   ..equivalence 1.3 that they are of the form P s G# k x for x g Y. Putx
 .P s p P . Let G be the autoequivalence of Gr A given by ym gA andx x A
 .denote by the same letter the induced autoequivalence on QGr A . The
 .  .natural transformation h M is the obvious map G M ª M obtained
form the inclusion gA ¨ A.
It is now clear that the hypothesis for Theorem 1.1 are satisfied, whence
we can apply that theorem in order to give a description of the category of
A-modules of Gelfand]Kirilov dimension one modulo those of finite
dimension.
Theorem 1.1 has also some significance for the study of ``non-commuta-
w xtive surfaces'' 7 . These are graded rings of Gelfand]Kirillov dimension
three satisfying some suitable regularity properties. At present it is unclear
why, but noncommutative surfaces which are sufficiently generic seem to
possess a regular normalizing element of positive degree, such that factor-
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ing by it yields a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring of a Cohen]
 .Macaulay curve at least in high degree .
w xThe proof of Theorem 1.1 is based upon a result by Gabriel 8 stating
that locally finite categories are dual to pseudocompact rings. Pseudocom-
pact rings are rings equipped with an especially nice topology.
Sections 3]5 will be devoted to some generalities concerning pseudo-
compact rings. We are especially interested in the relationship between
topological and non-topological properties of such rings. This should
remove the anxiety some readers might experience when confronted with
topological rings.
In Sections 6, 7 we give some classification theorems which are slightly
more general than what we need for the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Finally in Section 8 we give the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
 .If C is a ring then Mod C refers to the category of left modules over C.
 .The category of right modules is denoted by Mod C . Note that in ther
 .Introduction Gr A was used to denote the category of graded right-mod-
ules over a graded ring A. An unspecified module will always be a left
module.
If M is a left module over a ring C and f is an automorphism of C
then M is the left C-module which is equal to M as a set, but which hasf
 .its multiplication twisted by f : c ? m s f c m. A similar notation is used
for right modules.
3. PSEUDOCOMPACT RINGS
Recall that a left topological module M over a topological ring A is
pseudocompact if it is Hausdorf, complete and its topology is generated by
 .left submodules of finite colength not necessarily by all such submodules .
A is said to be a pseudocompact ring if A is pseudocompact as a left
A-module.
In the rest of this section A will be a pseudocompact ring. The category
 .of pseudocompact modules over A is denoted by PC A . It is an abelian
U w xcategory satisfying AB5 and AB3 8 . Its dual category is a locally finite
category, that is, a Grothendieck category possessing a set of generators of
finite length.
Conversely assume that C is a locally finite category. If M, N g C then
 .the natural topology on Hom M, N is the linear topology generated byC
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the subgroups of the form
l S s f : M ª N ¬ f S s 0 , 4 .  .
where S runs through the objects of finite length in C. The following
w xresult is proved in 8
 .THEOREM 3.1. If E is an injecti¨ e cogenerator for C then A s End E ,C
equipped with the natural topology, is a pseudocompact ring, and the functor
 .  .which sends M g C to Hom M, E with the natural topology is anC
 .Tequi¨ alence of categories between C and PC A .
One easy property of a linear topology will be used repeatedly below.
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that M is a topological group with a topology
generated by subgroups and L ; M is an open subgroup. Then L is also closed
and the quotient topology on MrL is discrete.
Proof. L is the complement of the union of cosets of L in M which are
not equal to L. Since this union is a union of open sets, it is itself open.
Thus L is closed. Let e be the unit of M. L is the inverse image of e in
 4MrL and hence e is open and closed in the quotient topology.
The following proposition records for further reference some of the
 .  . w xproperties of the forgetful functor PC A ª Mod A 8 .
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.3. The forgetful functor PC A ª Mod A is faithful
and commutes with kernels, cokernels, and products. In particular it reflects
 .isomorphism and exactness. If M g PC A then the subobjects of M in
 .  .PC A are in one-one correspondence with the subobjects of M in Mod A
which are closed.
 .  .Let Fin A be the full subcategory of Mod A consisting of objects
 .  .which are of finite length and let PCFin A be its pullback in PC A . A
module of finite length carrying a linear topology can only be separated if
its topology is discrete. So we conclude immediately that the forgetful
functor
PCFin A ª Fin A .  .
is fully faithful. The following lemma gives us more information on
 .PCFin A .
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.4. 1 An object in PC A is simple in PC A if and only if it is
 .simple in Mod A .
 .  .2 The objects in PCFin A are precisely the finite length objects in
 .PC A .
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 .Proof. 1 On direction is clear. For the other direction assume that
 .  .0 / S g PC A is simple in PC A . We want to show that S is simple in
 .Mod A . Take 0 / x g S. Since S is Hausdorf there exists an open
 .submodule L ; S, not containing x. L is also closed Lemma 3.2 and thus
it is pseudocompact if we give it the induced topology. Since S is simple in
 .PC A we obtain L s 0. This implies that S s SrL carries the discrete
topology. But then every submodule of S is closed and thus is a subobject
 .  .of S in PC A . Since S is simple in PC A there can be no non-trivial
 .subobjects and thus S is simple in Mod A .
 .  .2 This follows from 1 .
 .  .Let us say that M g PC A is finitely generated in PC A if there is a
k  .surjective map A ª M in PC A for some k.
 .PROPOSITION 3.5. Assume that M, N g PC A , M finitely generated. Then
Hom M , N s Hom M , N . .  .PC A. Mod A.
Proof. If m g M then the map a ¬ am is continuous which yields
Hom A , M s Hom A , M . .  .PC A. Mod A.
This proves the proposition for M s A and hence also for M s Ak.
 .Now assume M general. There is an exact sequence in PC A
0 ª M X ª F ª M ª 0
with F s Ak. This yields a commutative diagram with exact rows
6 6 6 X0 Hom M, N Hom F, N Hom M , N .  .  .PC A. PC A. PC A.
6 6 6
X6 6 60 Hom M, N Hom F, N Hom M , N .  .  .Mod A. Mod A. Mod A.
The vertical maps are injective and the middle one is an isomorphism. It
follows that the left map must be an isomorphism.
 .  .COROLLARY 3.6. An object in PC A is finitely generated in PC A if
 .and only if it is finitely generated in Mod A .
 .COROLLARY 3.7. A direct summand in Mod A of a finitely generated
 .  .object in PC A is a direct summand in PC A . In particular a finitely
 .  .generated object in PC A is projecti¨ e in PC A if and only if it is projecti¨ e
 .in Mod A .
 .Proof. If M is a finitely generated object in PC A then a direct
 .summand of M is the image of an idempotent in End M . TheMod A.
result now follows from Propositions 3.5, 3.3.
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 .COROLLARY 3.8. If M g PC A is finitely generated then a submodule
 .L ; M is open if and only if MrL g PCFin A .
Proof. If L is open then it is closed and of finite colength. Hence
 .  .MrL g PCFin A . Conversely assume MrL g PCFin A . By Proposition
3.5 the quotient map M ª MrL is continuous. Since MrL carries the
discrete topology, 0 g MrL is open and thus so is its inverse image L.
 .Since PC A is the dual of a locally finite category, it has projective
covers. The projective covers of the pseudocompact simples are the inde-
 .composable projectives. Furthermore every projective in PC A is a prod-
w xuct of such indecomposable projectives. By 8 the indecomposable projec-
tives are of the form Ae, where e is a primitive idempotent in A.
w x  .Recall also from 8 that if e is a summable set of primitive,i ig I
pairwise orthogonal idempotents with sum 1 then A s  Ae and everyig I i
 .indecomposable projective in PC A is isomorphic to at least one Ae .i
 .  .LEMMA 3.9. The Ae are the projecti¨ e co¨ers in Mod A of thei ig I
simple A-modules which are pseudocompact.
 .  .Proof. This follows from the fact that End Ae s End AeMod A. i PC A. i
 .is local since the Ae are projective covers of simple modules in PC A .i
 .From Proposition 3.3 it follows that M is noetherian in PC A if it
satisfies the ascending chain condition on closed subobjects. Thus if M is
 .  .noetherian in Mod A then it is noetherian in PC A . We now show that
the converse holds. For the purpose of the proof we introduce the
 .following notion. We say that M g PC A is strongly finitely generated if M
 .is a quotient of a finite direct sum of Ae . Then we have the followingi i
lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.10. Assume that M g PC A is strongly finitely generated and
N is a submodule of M such that N s M. Then N s M.
Proof. Assume N / M. Consider the partially ordered set
P s N ; N X « M ¬ N X g Mod A . 4 .
Since M is finitely generated, P has a maximal element by Zorn's lemma.
Again without loss of generality we may replace N by this maximal
element. In that case MrN is simple. However, MrN is not pseudocom-
 .pact since otherwise by Proposition 3.5, N s ker M ª MrN would be
pseudocompact and hence closed which is impossible because N s M / N.
y1 .Let f : Ae ª M be a non-zero map. Then either f N s Ae ori i
y1 .Ae rf N is simple but not pseudocompact. The last case is impossiblei
since by Lemma 3.9, Ae has only one simple quotient, and this simplei
quotient is pseudocompact. Thus N contains the image of every f and
therefore N s M.
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 .PROPOSITION 3.11. E¨ery subobject in Mod A of a noetherian object in
 .  .PC A is closed and hence lies in PC A .
 .Proof. Let M be a noetherian object in PC A and let N ; M be a
 .  .subobject in Mod A . Then N is a noetherian subject of M in PC A .
 .  .Since the Ae form a set of generators for PC A , N is a quotient of ai i
direct sum of a finite number of such Ae , and in particular is stronglyi
finitely generated. Hence by the previous lemma N s N.
 .  .COROLLARY 3.12. An object in PC A is noetherian in PC A if and
 .only if it is noetherian in Mod A .
 .COROLLARY 3.13. Assume that M g PC A is noetherian. Then the
topology on M is the cofinite topology. That is, a submodule L ; M is open if
and only if MrL has finite length.
Proof. One direction is clear. For the other direction, let L be a
submodule of M of finite colength. By Proposition 3.11, L is closed in M.
Hence MrL is pseudocompact and since it is of finite length it carries the
discrete topology. Thus 0 g MrL is open, and so is its inverse image L.
Let R, I, M be respectively a ring, an ideal in R, and an R-module.
Then the I-adic topology on R is the linear topology generated by the
submodules of M of the form I nM. In a pseudocompact ring A the
 .Jacobson radical rad A is the common annihilator of the simple pseudo-
w xcompact A-modules 8, dual of Proposition IV.12 . The following is a
reformulation of the previous corollary.
 .COROLLARY 3.14. Assume that M g PC A is noetherian. Then the
 .topology on M is gi¨ en by the rad A -adic topology.
 .Proof. It suffices to show that Mrrad A M is a finite sum of simples.
 .  .To prove this we may replace M by Mrrad A M and A by Arrad A .
w xThen by 8, dual of Proposition IV.12 , A is a product of endomorphism
rings of vectorspaces over division rings and M is still a noetherian
A-module. Now one shows by direct verification that M must be a finite
direct sum of simples.
v  .DEFINITION 3.15. We say that A is locally noetherian if the Aei ig I
 .are noetherian in PC A .
v  .We say that A is noetherian if A is noetherian in PC A .
 .PROPOSITION 3.16. Let A be locally noetherian and M, N g PC A .
Assume that M is noetherian. Then
Ext i M , N s Ext i M , N . .  .PC A. Mod A.
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Proof. The case i s 0 follows from Propositions 3.5. For i ) 0 we use
an exact sequence
0 ª M X ª P ª M ª 0
 .in PC A with P a finite direct sum of Ae . Since A is locally noetherian,i
XM is also noetherian. The proposition now follows by degree shifting.
Proposition 3.16 yields the following corollary.
 .  .COROLLARY 3.17. Let pc A resp. mod A be the full subcategories of
 .  .PC A resp. Mod A consisting of noetherian objects. Then the functor
pc A ª mod A .  .
is fully faithful and its essential image is closed under extensions. In particular
 .  .PCFin A is closed under extensions inside Fin A .
 .PROPOSITION 3.18. If A is locally noetherian and M g PC A is noethe-
rian then
proj dim M s proj dim M .Mod A. PC A.
Now we discuss briefly automorphisms of pseudocompact rings.
 .LEMMA 3.19. Assume that A is a pseudocompact ring. If f g Aut A
then f is continuous if and only if for e¨ery pseudocompact A-module S of
finite length, we ha¨e that S is pseudocompact.f
 . Proof. « One needs that the left multiplication on S with thef
.discrete topology is continuous. Since f is assumed to be continuous, this
is clear.
 .¥ Assume that L ; A is an open ideal. Then ArL is pseudocom-
 . y1 .pact of finite length and hence ArL ( Arf L is pseudocompact off
y1 .finite length. Thus f L is open in A.
 .COROLLARY 3.20. If A is locally noetherian and f g Aut A then f is a
homeomorphism.
Proof. It suffices to show that f is continuous. By Lemma 3.19 and
Corollary 3.17 we must show that if S is pseudocompact simple, then so is
 .S. This is clear since S s Aerrad Ae for some primitive idempotent ef
y1 y1 .   ..and thus S s Af e rrad Af e .f
To close this section we discuss noetherian pseudocompact rings.
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PROPOSITION 3.21. Let A be a noetherian pseudocompact ring. Then the
forgetful functor
pc A ª mod A 3.1 .  .  .
is an equi¨ alence of categories.
 .Proof. By Corollary 3.17 we only have to show that 3.1 is essentially
 .surjective. Let M g mod A . Then M has a resolution
f 6
F F ª M ª 0,1 0
where the F are finitely generated free A-modules. By Proposition 3.5,i
 .  .f g Hom F , F . Therefore M s coker f g PC A .PC A. 1 0
PROPOSITION 3.22. Assume that A is a noetherian pseudocompact ring.
 .Put J s rad A . Then
 .1 ArJ is semisimple.
 .2 A is complete for J-adic topology.
 .3 The topology on A coincides with the J-adic topology.
 .  .Con¨ersely if A is a left noetherian ring satisfying 1 , 2 then A is pseudocom-
pact when equipped with the J-adic topology.
 . nProof. ¥ Since A is semisimple and J is finitely generated, all
J nrJ nq1 are finite direct sums of simples. Hence ArJ n has finite length
 .for all n. Therefore 2 implies that A is pseudocompact.
 . w x« By 8 , ArJ is a product of endomorphism rings of vec-
torspaces. Since ArJ is also noetherian, it must be semisimple. This
 .  .  .  .proves 1 . Property 2 follows from 3 and 3 is precisely Corollary 3.14.
 .An object in PC A is said to be cosemisimple if it is a direct product of
simple modules. This is equivalent with being semisimple in the dual
 .T  .  .category PC A . If M g PC A then we define Mrrad M as the quo-
 .T  .tient of M which is the socle of M in PC A . By construction Mrrad M
 .is the largest cosemisimple object in PC A which is a quotient of M.
From the fact that taking socles is left exact it follows that the functor
 .M ¬ Mrrad M is right exact.
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.23 Nakayama's lemma . If M g PC A then M s rad M if
and only if M s 0.
Proof. This is clear if we look at the dual statement.
 .PROPOSITION 3.24. If Mrrad M is finitely generated then so is M. A
similar statement holds for strongly finitely generated.
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Proof. The proofs of the two statements are identical, so let us prove
 .the first one. By lifting the generators of Mrrad M we can construct a
map u : Ak ª M which becomes surjective after applying the functor
 .T ¬ Trrad T . Given the right exactness of this functor we obtain that
 .C s rad C for C s coker u . By Nakayama it follows that C s 0. This
finishes the proof.
From this we deduce the following.
 .PROPOSITION 3.25. Let A be a pseudocompact ring and N g rad A a
regular normalizing element inducing a homeomorphism on A. Assume that
 .M g PC A is such that MrNM is noetherian. Then M is noetherian.
Proof. This is a standard proof. First let S be a subobject of M in
 . pMod A . Let p : M ª MrN M be the quotient map.
 . pBy Proposition 3.11 it follows that p S is a closed subobject of MrN M.
y1  .. pHence p p S s S q N M is a closed subobject of M. We deduce
p pS ; S q N M ; S q N M s S, .  .F F
p p
w xwhere the last equality follows from 8, Proposition IV.11 . We deduce
pS s S q N M . 3.2 .  .F
p
 .Let us call S saturated if MrS is N-torsion free. From 3.2 it follows that
if S saturated then so is S.
Let T ; M be an arbitrary submodule. We want to show that T is
finitely generated. We define first
S s t g M ¬ 'k : N k t g T . 4
Obviously S and hence S is saturated. Since SrNS ; MrNM is strongly
finitely generated, it follows from Proposition 3.24 that the same holds for
S. But then by Lemma 3.10 have S s S. Thus S is finitely generated.
It now follows from the definition of S that there exists a k such that
N kS ; T. Since N kS if finitely generated, it now suffices to show that
TrN kS is finitely generated. This follows from the fact that the latter is
ksubobject of the noetherian object MrN M.
4. A MATRIX REPRESENTATION FOR
PSEUDOCOMPACT RINGS
 .If A is an arbitrary ring, M a left A-module, and e a finite seti is1, . . . , n
of pairwise orthogonal idempotents with sum 1 then it is classical that A is
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isomorphic to the matrix ring
A A ??? A11 12 1n
A A ??? A21 22 2 n
. . .. . .. . . 0
A A ??? An1 n2 nn
with A s e Ae and M is isomorphic to the set of column vectorsi j i j
 . tM , . . . , M with M s e M.1 n j j
 .An element a in A is sent to the matrix e ae and an element m ofi j i j
 .M is sent to e m . It is clear how to extend this result to the pseudocom-j j
pact situation.
 .LEMMA 4.1. Assume that e is a summable set of orthogonal idem-i ig I
potents in a pseudocompact ring A such that  e s 1. Let M be a pseudo-i i
compact A-module and put A s e Ae , M s e M. Then A is isomorphic toi j i j i i
 .  .the ring of doubly infinite matrices a g A with summable columnsi j i j i j i j
 .  .and M is isomorphic to the set of summable column ¨ectors m g M .i i i i
The isomorphisms are gi¨ en by the maps
a ¬ a . i j i ji j
ij
m ¬ m . . i ii
i
Note that this lemma only says something about the ring structure on A
and the module structure on M, but nothing on the topology.
Below we give the A the topology induced from A and M thei j i
topology induced from M. Since A s e Ae is clearly closed in A, it isi j i j
complete. A similar result is true for M . Furthermore the topology isi
 .linear given by abelian subgroups . We also have multiplication mappings
A = A ª Ai j jk ik
A = M ª Mi j j i
and since there are induced from the multiplication on A and M they are
continuous. This makes A into a topological ring, A into a topologicali i i j
A y A -bimodule, and M into a left topological A -module.i i j j i i i
 .LEMMA 4.2. 1 A is a pseudocompact ring and A is a pseudocompactii i j
A -module.i i
 .2 M is a pseudocompact A -module.i i i
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 . Proof. It suffices to prove 2 . Indeed if we take M s Ae and after-j
.  .wards j s i then we obtain part 1 .
Let L ; M be an open submodule. If T is an A submodule of e Mii i
Äcontaining L l e M s e L then T s AT q L is an A-submodule of Mi i
Äcontaining L, and furthermore T l e M s T. This yields that the length ofi
 .e Mr e M l L is bounded by that of MrL. Since the topology on e M isi i i
induced from that on M we deduce that e M is pseudocompact.i
Unfortunately it is not in general true that A and M carry the induced
 .topology from the product topologies on  A on  M . A counteri j i j i i
example is given by the endomorphism ring of an infinite dimensional
vectorspace.
Under some mild extra hypotheses this defect can be repaired. Note that
the Ae are pseudocompact projectives. Hence they are products ofi
indecomposable pseudocompact projectives.
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. Let e be as in the pre¨ious lemma. Assume thati ig I
e¨ery indecomposable pseudocompact projecti¨ e is a summand of at most a
finite number of Ae . Then as topological spaces.i
A s A 4.1 . i j
i , j
M s M . 4.2 . i
i
 .Proof. We certainly have A s  Ae . Hence it suffices to prove 4.2 .j j
We have an inclusion
M ; M 4.3 . i
i
which is given by the product of the maps M ª M : m ¬ e m. These mapsi i
are continuous and hence the inclusion is also continuous.
We now show that the topology on M is courser than the induced
 .topology for the inclusion 4.3 . Let L ; M be an open submodule. Since
 .MrL has finite length the hypothesis imply that Hom Ae , MrL isA i
 .non-zero for at most a finite number of i. Since Hom Ae , MrL si
 . e MrL we deduce that for almost all i, m s e M ; L. Hence  M li i i i i
.  .L is open in  M . Observing that M l  M l L ; L finishes thei i i i
proof.
 .  .The proof we have just given also shows that if m g M then mi i i i i
 .is summable in M. Sending m to  m defines an inverse to thei i i i
 .inclusion 4.3 . A similar result holds for A.
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5. GLOBAL DIMENSION
In this section A is a pseudocompact ring. We define
gl dim A s sup proj dim M . .PC A.
 .MgPC A
Note that by Proposition 3.18 we often have proj dim M sPC A.
proj dim M. Therefore, if no confusion can arise, we make no distinc-Mod A.
tion between those two types of projective dimension, and we simply write
proj dim M.
LEMMA 5.1. We also ha¨e
gl dim A s sup proj dim S. . PC A.
 .SgPC A
S simple
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 it suffices to prove the dual statement for
locally finite categories. So assume that C is such a category and inj dim S
F n for every simple S in C. Hence for every finite length module F one
also has inj dim F F n. If M g C is arbitrary then by definition M is a
w xdirect limit of finite length objects. By the proof 9, Theorem 1.10.1
monomorphisms into injectives can be constructed in a functorial way and
hence so can injective resolutions. Taking the direct limit of the injective
resolutions of the subobjects of finite length of M yields an injective
resolution of M of length F n C is locally noetherian and hence a direct
.limit of injectives is injective .
The following result is very classical.
 .PROPOSITION 5.2. Let N g rad A be a regular normalizing element in A.
Assume that A is locally noetherian. Then
gl dim A F gl dim Ar N q 1. .
 .Proof. Let gl dim Ar N s p. We have to show that proj dim S F p q 1
for every pseudocompact simple of what amounts to the same
proj dim rad P F p , .
 .where P runs through the indecomposable projectives in PC A . This
follows from Lemma 5.3 below.
LEMMA 5.3. Assume that A is locally noetherian and let L be a noetherian
pseudocompact A-module which is N-torsion free. Then
proj dim L s proj dim LrNL.A rN .
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Proof. By degree shifting one reduces to the case where LrNL is
 .projective over Ar N . In that case the result follows by an appropriate
version of Nakayama's lemma.
The following type of result seems to be referred to less often.
 .PROPOSITION 5.4. Assume that A is a locally noetherian and N g rad A
is a regular normalizing element such that for e¨ery indecomposable pseudo-
2 .compact projecti¨ e one has NP o rad P . Then
gl dim Ar N q 1 F gl dim A. 5.1 .  .
Proof. This is an immediate generalization of the proof by Serre that
local rings of finite global dimension are regular. Let f s N ? Ny1. By
Corollary 3.20, f is a homeomorphism.
Let P be an indecomposable pseudocompact projective over A with
cosocle S. We have an inclusion
y1 S ( NPrN rad P ¨ rad P rN rad P . 5.2 .  .  .  .f
2 .  .Now we also have NP l rad P s N rad P and thus there is an inclu-
sion
NPrN rad P ¨ rad P rrad2 P . 5.3 .  .  .  .
 . 2 .rad P rrad P is a finite sum of simples and hence this inclusion splits.
From the commutative diagram
NPrN rad P ª rad P rN rad P .  .  .
5 x
2NPrN rad P ª rad P rrad P .  .  .
 .we deduce that 5.2 is also split. Thus
proj dim S y 1 s proj dim rad P .A A
s proj dim rad P rN rad P Lemma 5.3 .  .  .A rN .
G proj dim y1 S.A rN .f
 .Taking the supremum over all S yields 5.1 .
6. A CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM
Let I be either Z or ZrnZ. In this section we aim to classify the
following data.
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 .A A pseudocompact ring A with a summable set of primitive
 .orthogonal idempotents e such that  e s 1 and Ae \ Ae fori ig I i i i j
i / j.
 .  .B A regular normalizing element N g rad A , inducing a homeo-
y1  .morphism f s N ? N such that f e s e and such that the image ofi iq1
 .  .the e becomes central in B s Ar N .i i
The solution to this classification problem is the following.
 . < <  .PROPOSITION 6.1. 1 If I s Z then A is isomorphic to the ring T R ofI
lower triangular I = I-matrices with entries in a local pseudocompact ring R.
 .The topology on T R is the product topology. Under the isomorphism the eI i
correspond to the diagonal idempotents and N corresponds to the matrix in
which e¨ery entry is zero except those on the lower subdiagonal, which are one.
 . < <2 If I s ZrnZ then A is isomorphic to a ring of n = n-matrices of
the form
R UR ??? ??? UR
.. R UR ??? UR.
. . . . .. . . . . , 6.1 .. . . . .
. . .. . . UR 0. . .
R R ??? ??? R
where R is a local pseudocompact ring and U is a normalizing element in
 . y1  .rad R inducing a homeomorphism U ? U . The topology on 6.1 is the
 .  .product topology. Under the isomorphism of A with 6.1 the e correspondi i
to the diagonal idempotents and N corresponds to the matrix
0 ??? ??? 0 U
1 0 ??? ??? 0
. .0 1 . . . 6.2 .. .
. . . .. . . . 0. . . . 0
0 ??? 0 1 0
 .  .Proof. It is clear that the rings exhibited in 1 , 2 and the correspond-
 .  .  .ing N, e satisfy A , B , so we only have to be concerned with thei ig I
converse. To simplify the notations we put P s Ae and S will be thei i i
unique simple quotient of P .i
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 .Recall that by Proposition 4.3 we have a matrix form A s A andi j i j
we also have N s e Ne s N . Since N is regular we have injec-iq1 i iq1 i
tions
?Nj jy1 6
A A 6.3 .i j i , jy1
N ?iq1 i 6A A 6.4 .i j iq1, j
 .  .and furthermore since ArNA is diagonal 6.3 , 6.4 are isomorphisms for
i / j y 1.
Left and right multiplication by N are continuous. Furthermore since A
is pseudocompact it follows that the quotient topology on AN, for right
multiplication with N, coincides with the induced topology. We claim that
that is also the case for left multiplication with N. Indeed left multiplica-
f?N
tion by N is the composition A ª A ª A. The fact that f is a homeomor-
phism shows what we want.
 .  .Since 6.3 , 6.4 are restrictions from left and right multiplication by N
they are continuous. Furthermore the topology on the image coincides
with the induced topology. This means in particular that if i / j y 1 then
they are homeomorphisms. The fact that N is normalizing also implies
N A s A N .iq1, i i j iq1, jq1 jq1, j
< <We will first consider the case I - `. We define for i s 0, . . . , n y 1, Ni
s N ??? N and mapsi, iy1 1, 0
u : A ª A : a ¬ Ny1aN .i j i j 00 i j
Note that A N ; A and hence N defines a homeomorphism A ª A .i j j i0 i 00 i0
Thus it makes sense to use Ny1.i
 .  .  .Clearly if a g A , b g A then u a u b s u ab and hence u si j jk i j jk ik
 .  .u defines an inclusion of A into M A . We want to understand itsi j i j n 00
image.
 .If i G j then u is a homeomorphism and thus u A s A . Hencei j i j i j 00
we look at the case i - j. We have
u A s Ny1A N s A , N s A N s A U .i j i j i i j j 0 j j 0, ny1 ny1, 0 00
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with U s N N ??? N . It is easy to see that UA s A U and0, ny1 ny1, ny2 1, 0 00 00
 .thus U is a regular normalizing element in A . Hence putting R s A00 00
R UR ??? ??? UR
.. R UR ??? UR.
. . . . .. . . . .u A . . . . . . .
. . .. . . UR 0. . .
R R ??? ??? R
From the definition of U it is clear that U ? Uy1 is a homeomorphism.
One computes
0 if i / j q 1¡
y1 ~1 if i s j q 1, j / n y 1u N s N N N s . i j i i j j ¢U if i s 0, j s n y 1.
 .  .  .If U f rad R then it is easily seen that N f rad A and thus B would
be violated.
< <Let us now consider the case I s `. The following three lemmas are
standard.
1  .  < <LEMMA 6.2. Ext S , S s 0 for i / j, j y 1 the hypothesis I s ` isA i j
.not used here .
1  .Proof. Assume Ext S , S / 0. Then there is a non-trivial extensionA i j
0 ª S ª F ª S ª 0 6.5 .j i
There are now two possibilities
v  .NF s 0. In this case 6.5 is an extension as B-modules and thus
i s j.
v NF / 0. In this case multiplication by N defines a non-trivial map
S ª S and since S , S are simple, this map must be an isomorphism.i f j i f j
Thus S s S . Now S is a simple quotient of Ae s Ae . Thusi f j f j f j jy1
S s S and we find i s j y 1.f j jy1
< <  .LEMMA 6.3. Assume I s `. Let M be a finite length module in mod A
 .  .with composition factors among the S . Assume Mrrad M s S . Then thej j i
composition factors of M are of the form S , k G i.k
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of M. Let S ; M be at
simple submodule. By induction the subquotients of MrS are of the formt
S , k G i.k
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1 .Hence if t - i, then it follows from Lemma 6.2 that Ext MrS , S s 0t t
and thus M s MrS [ S . In particular S is a simple quotient M, differ-t t t
ent from S , contradicting the hypotheses.i
< <  .LEMMA 6.4. Assume I s `. Then Hom P , P s 0 for i - j.i j
c
Proof. Assume there is a non-zero map P ª P . Since P is separatedi j j
y1 .there exist an open submodule L « P such that P rc L is not zero.j i
y1 .P rL has finite length and is equal to S modulo its radical. P rc L is aj j i
y1 .subobject of P rL and since S is a quotient of P rc L it follows thatj i i
S is a subquotient of P rL. This implies that i G j by Lemma 6.3 and wei j
are done.
 .Since Hom P , P s e Ae s A this last lemma implies that in theA i j i j i j
< <case I s ` the matrix form for A is lower triangular.
 .For every i, j , i G j there is a homeomorphism
u : A ª Ai j i j 00
 .  .obtained by composing homeomorphisms of the form 6.3 , 6.4 . One
checks that u is uniquely determined in this way. By a verification as ini j
< <  .the case I - ` but somewhat more complicated one also shows that u i j
 .is compatible with multiplication and u N s 1.iq1, i iq1, i
Thus A is isomorphic to the ring of lower triangular matrices with
entries in R s A and N has the required form. This finishes the proof00
of Proposition 6.1.
We now exhibit when pseudocompact rings in Proposition 6.1 are locally
noetherian and have finite global dimension.
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let A be a pseudocompact ring as in Proposition 6.1.
Then A is locally noetherian if and only if R is noetherian. Furthermore if R is
noetherian then
< <¡gl dim R q 1 if I s `
~ < <gl dim Rr U q 1 if 2 F I - ` .gl dim A s 6.6 .¢ < <gl dim R if I s 1.
Proof. We have
I < <Rr U if I - ` .
Ar N s 6.7 .  . I < <R if I s `.
The condition for A to be noetherian then follows from Proposition 3.25.
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< <The statement about global dimension is clear in the case that I s 1.
< <For I ) 1 one verifies that N satisfies the hypotheses of Propositions 5.2,
 .  .5.4. Then 6.6 follows from 6.7 .
7. MORE CLASSIFICATION
In this section we classify rings R satisfying
 .C R is local, complete and contains an algebraically closed field k,
isomorphic to its residue field.
 .D Let m be the maximal ideal of R. We require that m contains a
 .regular normalizing element U such that Rr U is a commutative noethe-
rian Cohen]Macaulay local ring of Krull dimension one.
 .E proj dim Rrm - `.R
The solution to this classification problem is as follows.
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 7.1. Assume that R satisfies C , D , E abo¨e. Then
 ::R ( k x , y r f , 7.1 .  .
where
f s yx y qxy q higher order terms 7.2 .
for some q g kU or
f s yx y xy y x 2 q higher order terms. 7.3 .
 .  .  .Con¨ersely e¨ery such ring satisfies C , D , E .
 .Proof. Let us first show that a ring R of the form 7.1 with f of the
 .  .  .  .  .form 7.2 , 7.3 does indeed satisfy C , D , E .
 .  .It is clear that C is satisfied. For E observe that we have f s ux q ¨y
2 .for some u, ¨ g m such that u, ¨ form a basis of mrm . This means that
we have a complex
x
y / .u¨ 26 60 ª R R R ª Rrm ª 0 7.4 .
and we have to show that this complex is exact. We filter R with the
m-adic filtration. For this filtration it is easy to see that
w xgr R s k x , y r u , 7.5 .  .
where u consists of the quadratic part of f.
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 .The exactness of 7.4 now follows from the exactness of
x /y .u ¨ 26 60 ª gr R gr R gr R ª Rrm ª 0 7.6 .  .
 .which is standard. This proves E .
 .Now let us consider D . We assume that R is not commutative since
 .  .otherwise D is trivial. From 7.5 it follows that R is a domain, so every
w xelement of R is regular. Put U s y, x . We claim that U is normalizing.
This was independently observed by Artin and Stafford. Assume first that
 .we are in case 7.2 . One computes
w xUx s qxU q x , g
7.7 .
y1 w xUy s q yU q y , g ,
where g represents the non-quadratic terms of f. Now clearly
w xx , g s u U¨ i i
i
7.8 .
X Xw xy , g s u U¨ i i
i
X X  .  .for appropriate u , ¨ , u , ¨ g R. Substituting 7.8 into 7.7 and theni i i i
substituting the resulting equations repeatedly into themselves yields the
formulas
Ux s qx q ??? U .
Uy s qy1 y q ??? U. .
Thus U is a normalizing element.
 .Case 7.3 is treated similarly, starting from
w xUx s xU q x , g
w x w xUy s y q 2 x U q x , g q y , g . .
w x ww xx  .Since Rr y, x s k x, y r f is clearly Cohen]Macaulay of Krull dimen-
 .sion one, we have shown that R satisfies D .
 .Now we prove the converse. Note that by D , R is automatically left
and right noetherian.
STEP 1. proj dim Rrm s 2.R
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Proof. We have
proj dim Rrm s 1 q proj dim mR R
s 1 q proj dim mrUm Lemma 5.3 . .R rU .
 .In particular proj dim mrUm is finite. Since Rr U is commutative ofR rU .
Krull dimension one this implies proj dim mrUm F 1. ThusR rU .
proj dim Rrm F 2.R
Assume that the projective dimension of Rrm is strictly less than 2. It
cannot be 0, hence it must be one. This means that there is a resolution
0 ª Rn ª R ª Rrm ª 0
which easily yields that R is the completion of a free k-algebra in n
variables. If n ) 1 then R is not noetherian and if n s 1 then R is a
 .discrete valuation ring and hence D is not satisfied.
STEP 2. The minimal resolution of Rrm looks like
x
y / .u¨ 26 60 ª R R R ª Rrm ª 0,
2 .  .where x, y , u, ¨ form bases for mrm .
Proof. The minimal resolution of Rrm looks like
g fb a6 60 ª R R R ª Rrm ª 0. 7.9 .
 .Tensoring with Rr N and taking ranks yields that a s b q 1.
We have
Ext i Rrm, R s Ext iy1 Rrm, Rr U .  . .R R rU .
s 0 for i F 1
 . 2  .and thus by dualizing 7.9 we find a minimal resolution of Ext Rrm, RR
as right R-module:
f t g ta b 26 60 ª R R R ª Ext Rrm, R ª 0. 7.10 .  .R
2  . 2  .Now Ext Rrm, R is annihilated by m and thus dim Ext Rrm, R s b.R k R
 .Hence if b / 1 then we see that 7.10 decomposes as a direct sum of
 .subcomplexes. But then so does the dual complex 7.9 , which is impossible
since this is a minimal projective resolution of a simple R-module. We
conclude that b s 1, a s 2.
 .We now find that the minimal resolution of Rrm looks like 7.9 with
2 .  .x, y , a basis for mrm . Since the dual complex of 7.9 is a minimal
 .  .resolution of Rrm as right module we find that u, ¨ is also a basis for
2mrm .
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We can now conclude the proof of Proposition 7.1. From Step 2 it
 .follows that R is as in 7.1 with f s ux q ¨y. It is now easy to see that f
 .  .can be put in one of the standard forms 7.2 , 7.3 .
 .PROPOSITION 7.2. Let R, m, U be as in Proposition 7.1. Then Rr U is
regular iff U f m2.
2  .Proof. If U g mrm then by Proposition 5.4, Rr U is regular. Con-
 .   ..   ..2versely assume that Rr U is regular. Then 1 s dim mr U r mr Uk
2 2 . .s mr U q m , whence U f m .
Remark 7.3. This result is false in higher dimension. Consider, for
example,
 :: w x w xR s k x , y x , x , y , x , x , y . .
w x. ww xx w x 2 .Then Rr x, y s k x, y is regular, but x, y g rad R .
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
We start by discussing things a bit more generally. Let A be a
Grothendieck category, G : A ª A an autoequivalence, and h : G ª id aA
natural transformation such that
h G A s G h A 8.1 .  .  . .  .
for all A g A. Define
B s A g A ¬ h A s 0 . 4 .
Then the following properties are easily verified.
 .LEMMA 8.1. 1 B is closed under subquotients, direct sums, and direct
 .products and hence under limits and colimits .
 . y1  .2 B is closed under G, G and if A g A then ker, coker h A g B.
 . ! U3 Let i# : B ª A be the inclusion functor. The functors i , i : A ª B
defined by
 y1 ..h G A! y16i A s ker A G A .  . /
 .h AU 6i A s coker G A A .  . .
are respecti¨ ely the right and the left adjoint to i#.
 .Remark 8.2. The condition 8.1 is not automatic. A counter example is
 .given by A s Mod A with A s k [ V, where V is a k-vectorspace such
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2  .that V s 0 in A. For G we take M ¬ M for some c g GL V , whichc
we extend in the obvious way to A. To define h we take ¨ g V, not
c-invariant and we define f : A ª A as the bimodule map which sends 1c
 .   ..   ..to ¨ . Then we put h y s f m y . In this case G h A / h G A , andA
in particular B is not G-invariant.
 .Nevertheless 8.1 holds in the case we are interested in as the following
lemma shows.
 .LEMMA 8.3. Assume that for all injecti¨ es E g A we ha¨e that h E is
 .surjecti¨ e. Then 8.1 holds.
Proof. We have that hG is a natural transformation G2 ª G. Applying
y1 this to the map G hG : GE ª E we get a commutative diagram using
 y1 ...E s G G E
 .h GE2 6G E GE
6 6
 .  .h GE h E
6
GE E
y1  .G h GE
Applying this diagram with E injective and using the surjectivity hypothe-
y1  ..  .sis we find that G h GE s h E .
Now let A g A be arbitrary and let
0 ª A ª E ª F
be an injective resolution of A. This yields commutative diagrams.
6 6 6
0 GA GE GF
6 6 6
  ..   ..   ..G h A G h E G h F
2 2 26 6 60 G A G E G F6 6 6
0 GA GE GF
6 6 6
  ..   ..   ..h G A h G E h G F
2 2 26 6 60 G A G E G F
The fact that the rightmost squares of these diagrams are commutative
yields the result in general.
y1 Now let D ; B be a G, G -stable localizing subcategory that is,
. `closed under subquotients, extensions, and direct sums and define D as
the full subcategory of A consisting of objects A having an ascending
 .filtration F A such thati is0, . . . , `
F A s 0, F ArF A g D , A s F A. 8.2 .D0 nq1 n n
n
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If there is such a filtration with F A s F A s ??? then we say thatn nq1
A g D n. Note that D n s Bn l D`.
 .If A g A then there is a maximal filtration R A on A satisfying then n
 .first two properties in 8.2 with D s B. This filtration is given by
h n yn6R A s ker A G A . .n
An object A g A is in Bn if R A s A and it is in B` if D R A s A. An n n
is in D` if in addition R ArR A g D.nq1 n
We also consider the descending filtration on A given by
h nn 6L A s im G A A . .n
This filtration satisfies L ArL A g B. If A g B then L A ;n nq1 m n
R A.my n
 . `PROPOSITION 8.4. 1 D is a localizing subcategory in A.
 .2 Assume that A is locally noetherian. If D is closed under injecti¨ e
hulls in B then D` is closed under injecti¨ e hulls in A.
 .Proof. 1 Only the closedness under extensions is not immediately
clear. Let
c 6
0 ª D ª A D ª 01 2
be an extension such that D , D g D`.1 2
We consider four cases.
 . na If D , D g D for some n then there is nothing to prove.1 2
 . nb Assume D g D for some n. Let F be a filtration on D1 2
 . y1 .  . y1 .satisfying 8.2 . Then A s D c F D . Since by a all c F D aren n 2 n 2
in D`, we conclude that this is also true for A.
 . nc Assume D g D for some n. Then L A ; D and hence2 n 1
L A g D`. In the exact sequencen
h nn n 60 ª G R A ª G A L A ª 0 .n n
n n ` n  .we have that G R A ; B l D s D . Combining this with b showsn
what we want.
 .  .d Assume now that the D are general. Using c we can now1, 2
 .use the same reasoning as in b to finish the proof.
 .2 This assertion can be split into two parts.
 . `a B is closed under injective hulls in A. To prove this let
B ¨ A be an essential extension with B g B` and A g A. We have to
show that A g B`. We may clearly assume that ArB contains no subob-
ject in B`. Assume first that A is noetherian. In that case B g Bn for
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some n. From the exact sequence
h n yn60 ª B ª A G L A ª 0 .n
yn .we deduce that ArB ( G L A . Hence L A contains no subobject inn n
B`. Thus L A l B s 0 and hence L A s 0. This yields A s B and wen n
are through.
Now assume that A is general. By hypothesis A s D A where theig I i
 .A are noetherian. By looking at the pairs B l A , A we find thati i i
A g B`. Hence A g B`.i
 . ` `b D is closed under injective hulls in B . To prove this assume
that D ¨ B is an essential extension with D g D` and B g B`. Since
 .B s D R B, by considering all the pairs R B l D, R B , we mayng Z n n n
reduce to the case B g Bn. We then use induction on n. If n s 1 then
B g B, D g D and the result follows from the hypotheses on D.
Assume now n ) 1. We have the standard exact sequence
h y160 ª R B ª B G L B ª 0. 8.3 .  .1 1
ny1  .Clearly R B g B, L B g B . Looking at the pairs R B l D, R B and1 1 1 1
 . `L B l D, L B and induction reveals that R B, L B g D . Hence from1 1 1 1
` .8.3 we deduce that B g D .
 .From now on we assume that A is locally noetherian. Let T be thei ig J
simple objects in B. It is easy to see that these are also the simple objects
` y1 .in B . Define t : J ª J by G T s T . Clearly t is a permutation of J.i t i
We let D, C be the minimal localizing subcategories of B and B`
 . `containing T . Clearly C s D . For i, j g J we write i ; j, i ; j ifi ig J D C
T , T are respectively in the same connected component of D and C. Ini j
1 .other words, ; is the transitive closure of the relation Ext y, y / 0 on
simple objects. With a reasoning similar to Lemma 6.2 one shows that
i ; j « 'p g Z : i ; t p j. 8.4 .C D
Let K ; J be a union of equivalence classes for ; , stable under t, ty1.D
 .By 8.4 , K is then also a union of equivalence classes for ; .C
We denote by D , C the minimal localizing subcategories of D and CK K
 .containing T . It is standard thati ig K
C s [ CK g Jr; . KC
8.5 .
D s [ D .K g Jr; . KD
Let E be the injective hull of T in C. Put E s [ E . Then E is ani i K ig K i K
injective cogenerator of C . The injective hull of T in D is given byK i
F s R E . We also put F s [ F .i 1 i K ig K i
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 .PROPOSITION 8.5. Assume that h E is surjecti¨ e. Let C sK K
 .  .  .End E , D s End F with the natural topology as in Theorem 3.1 .C K K D K
 .Then there is a regular normalizing element N g rad C with the followingK
properties.
 .  .1 D s C r N as pseudocompact rings.K K
 . y12 Put f s N ? N . Let e g C be the idempotent corresponding toi K
 .the projection E ª E . Then f e s e .K i i t i
 .3 Let U g C . There is an isomorphism as C -modulesK K
p : Hom U, E ª Hom GU, E .  .f K K
which is functorial in U.
 .4 There is a commutati¨ e diagram.
N? 6RHom U, E Hom U, E .  .K f K
6
8.6 .
p
 .Hom h U , E . 6
Hom U, E Hom GU, E .  .K K
 .5 f is a homeomorphism.
Proof. By construction we have an exact sequence
h y160 ª F ª E G E ª 0. .K K K
 .  .Applying Hom y, E and using the fact that Hom F , E sC K C K K
 .Hom F , F we obtain an exact sequenceD K K
r sy1 6 60 ª Hom G E , E C D ª 0. 8.7 . .C K K K K
 .  . <Here r f s f (h, s g s f F . If U is a finite length object in D thenK
y1  ..  .one checks that s l U s l U and hence s is continuous.D C
y1 .Now choose isomorphisms m : G E ª E and let m s [ m . Thei i t i ig K i
map which sends h to h( m defines an isomorphism C ªK
 y1 .  .Hom G E , E . Put N s m(h, as an element of C . Then 8.7C K K K
becomes an exact sequence
?N 60 ª C C ª D ª 0K K K
for which we deduce that N is regular and normalizing.
 .The simple pseudocompact C modules are of the form Hom T , EK C i K
and if f : T ª E is a map in C then f has its image in F and thus isi K K
 .annihilated by h. Hence Nf s mh f s 0 and thus N g rad C .
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 .We now show that N satisfies 2 . e is the composition of the projectioni
p : E ª E and the injection q : E ª E . The fact that Ne Ny1 s ei K i i i K i t i
now follows from the following commutative diagram.
p qi i6 6E E EK i K
6 6 6
y1 y1 y1 .  .  .h G E h G E h G EK i K
y1 y1 .  .G p G qi iy1 y1 y16 6G E G E G E .  .  .K i K
6 6 6
mm mi
p qti t i6 6E E EK t i K
 .Now we prove 3 . Define the map
p : Hom U, E ª Hom GU, E : f ¬ G my1 f . .  .  .K K
We investigate the behaviour of p with respect to left multiplication by
 .  y1 .  y1 y1 .an element g of C . We find p gf s G m gf s G m g mm f sK
 y1 .  .G m g m p f . Now we look at the following commutative diagram
 y1 .G m g m 6
E EK K
6 6
h h
y1m g my1 y16 .  .G E G EK K
6 6
m m
g 6
E EK K
 y1 . y1From this commutati¨ e diagram we deduce that G m g m s N gN s
y1 .f g . So we conclude that to make p a map of C -modules, it suffices toK
 .twist Hom U, E by f.K
 .  .Now we prove 4 . The commutativity of 8.6 amounts to the identity
 y1 .  .  .  y1 .G m Nf s h U f for f in Hom U, E . Since G m Nf sK
  y1 . .  .  .G h G E f s h E G f this follows from the fact that h is a naturalK K
transformation.
 .  .Finally we note that 5 follows from Lemma 3.19 and 3 .
 .Now we specialize to the situation of Theorem 1.1. Thus B s Qch Y
for a Cohen]Macaulay curve Y and J s Y. Furthermore T s P , t s t . Itx x
is also clear that x ; y m x s y and thus the equivalence classes for ;D D
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 .are singletons. From 8.4 it follows that the equivalence classes for ;C
are given by the t-orbits. Finally we have for K ; Y
ÃD s O . 8.8 .K Y , x
xgK
With these data, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is now a simple matter of
translation, using the results in Sects. 6, 7, . . . .
 .Proof of Theorem 1.1. 1 The fact that t exists and is a bijection
follows easily from Lemmas 8.1 and 8.3.
 .  .2 This follows from 8.5 .
 .  . T  .3 , 4 By Theorem 3.1 and functor F given by M ¬ Hom M , EK
defines an equivalence between the dual of C and the category of leftf , z
pseudocompact modules of finite length over the ring C s C where K isz K
 .  .the t-orbit of z. By Proposition 8.5, D s C r N for N g rad C suchK K K
y1  .that f s N ? N is a homeomorphism and such that f e s e . Thusy t y
C satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 6.1. From that proposition itK
follows that we can put C and N in the required matrix forms and thatK
Ã Ã< <  . < <we have R s O if K s ` and Rr U s O if K - `. To find outY , z Y , z
 .the exact form of R, we first note that by 8.8 , D is locally noetherianK
and hence so is C by Proposition 3.25. Furthermore by Proposition 8.4K
every object in C has finite injective dimension. Thus C has finite globalK K
dimension, and by Propositions 6.5, 5.2 this means that R has finite global
dimension. Hence the hypotheses for Proposition 7.1 are satisfied and thus
 .  .R does indeed have the form 1.1 or 1.2 .
< <Now note that if 2 F I - ` then Proposition 6.5 actually tells us that
Ãgl dim O - `. Thus z is regular on Y. Also by Proposition 7.2 thisY , z
2 .implies that U f rad R .
The essential image of FT is given by the pseudocompact left C -mod-z
ules of finite length. From Proposition 4.3 it follows that such modules
correspond precisely to the finite dimensional left modules over C satisfy-z
ing V s [ e V.i i
Under the duality V ¬ V U such modules correspond to the finite
dimensional right C -modules W satisfying W s [ We .K i i
We now claim that in fact every finite dimensional C representation isz
<  . < <  . <pseudocompact. This is clear if O z - `, so assume O z s `. In thatt t
 .case the statement depends upon the fact that card k s `. Clearly we
may reduce to the case that W is simple. Then W is annihilated by the
w xJacobson radical of A, which according to 8 is precisely given by the
common annihilator of the pseudocompact simple modules. In other words
 .rad C is given by the lower triangular matrices, having only non-units onz
the diagonal. Thus W is a  k-module. A finite dimensional simplei
module over a commutative k-algebra is clearly one dimensional. Hence
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dim W s 1 and we have a corresponding character x :  k ª k. Choosei
 .a s a g  k in such a way that a / a if i / j. Then there exist b g ki i i i j
 .such that x a y b s 0. But a y b s 0 for at most one i, and hence thei
ideal generated by a y b is either improper or the kernel of the projection
map pr :  k ª k. The first case is clearly impossible and the second casei i
implies that x is given by projection on the ith factor. Hence W is
pseudocompact.
 .  .U  .  .Putting F M s Hom M , E finishes the proof of 2 , 3 .K
 . T  .i5 Since F P is by construction the ith simple module of C ,t x z
 .  .   ..Uiit is given by C e rrad C e . Hence F P s C e rrad C e s e C rz i z i t x z i z i i z
 .rad e C .i z
 .6 This amounts to the construction of a natural isomorphism
 .  .  .  between F M and FG M for M g C . Since F M s Hom M ,f f , z f C
.U .  .U  .  .UE s Hom M , E and FG M s Hom G M , E , we can useK f f C K K
pU with p as in Proposition 8.5.3.
 .  .7 This diagram can be obtained by dualizing 8.6 .
 .  .  .U8 Let M g Qch Y . Then F M s Hom M , E sA K
 .U  .UHom M , F s  Hom M , F where as before F is theQchY . K i QchY . i i
 i .  .injective hull of k t z in Qch Y . It follows from Matlis duality that
U i .Hom M , F is the completion of M at t z.QchY . i
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